Adaptive laser beam projection on an extended target: phase- and field-conjugate precompensation.
The problem of adaptive laser beam projection onto an extended object (target) having a randomly rough surface in an optically inhomogeneous medium (atmosphere) is analyzed. Outgoing beam precompensation is considered through conjugation of either the target-return wave phase or the complex field. It is shown that in the presence of "frozen" turbulence, both phase-conjugate (PC) and field-conjugate (FC) precompensation can result in a superfocusing effect, which suggests the possibility of achieving a brighter target hit spot in volume turbulence than in vacuum. This superfocusing effect is significantly more distinct for FC precompensation. In the quasi-stationary case (slowly moving turbulence or target), PC and FC beam control lead to enhanced intensity fluctuations at the target surface associated with intermittent formation and disintegration of bright target hit spots that sporadically attach to the extended target surface. This intensity fluctuation level exceeds intensity fluctuations in the absence of beam control and is higher for FC precompensation. In the nonstationary case, both PC and FC lead to an increase of beam width and centroid wander at the extended target surface compared with conventional projection of a collimated or focused beam.